Diabetic retinopathy: current understanding, mechanisms, and treatment strategies
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The clinical challenge of diabetic retinopathy

The global prevalence of diabetes mellitus is predicted to increase dramatically in the coming decades, from an estimated 382 million in 2013 to 592 million by 2035 (1, 2). Type 2 diabetes (T2D) in particular has already attained epidemic levels, while type 1 diabetes (T1D) is increasing in incidence (3). Patients with diabetes suffer many life-limiting and life-threatening complications, including macrovascular-related stroke, ischemic heart disease, and peripheral artery disease and/or microvascular-related retinopathy, neuropathy, and nephropathy. Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the most common microvascular complication of diabetes (4). Although some reports suggest that the incidence of visual impairment from DR has decreased in recent years in the US largely due to improvements in systemic control (5), DR is a burgeoning problem globally. DR currently affects almost 100 million people worldwide and is set to become an ever-increasing health burden, with estimates between 1990 and 2010 showing that DR-related visual impairment and blindness increased by 64% and 27%, respectively (6).

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) causes significant visual loss on a global scale. Treatments for the vision-threatening complications of diabetic macular edema (DME) and proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) have greatly improved over the past decade. However, additional therapeutic options are needed that take into account pathology associated with vascular, glial, and neuronal components of the diabetic retina. Recent work indicates that diabetes markedly impacts the retinal neurovascular unit and its interdependent vascular, neuronal, glial, and immune cells. This knowledge is leading to identification of new targets and therapeutic strategies for preventing or reversing retinal neuronal dysfunction, vascular leakage, ischemia, and pathologic angiogenesis. These advances, together with approaches embracing the potential of preventative or regenerative medicine, could provide the means to better manage DR, including treatment at earlier stages and more precise tailoring of treatments based on individual patient variations.

DR classification and risk factors

Based on their obvious manifestations during DR progression, microvascular lesions have been utilized as the major criteria for evaluating and classifying the retina in DR. However, diabetes-induced changes also occur in nonvascular cell types that play an important role in the development and progression of DR, albeit in unison with the vasculature. DR falls into 2 broad categories: the earlier stage of nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) and the advanced stage of PDR. Classification of NPDR is based on clinical findings manifested by visible features, including macroaneurysms, retinal hemorrhages, intraretinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA), and venous caliber changes (Figure 1), while PDR is characterized by the hallmark feature of pathologic preretinal neovascularization (3). While these visible features of DR provide useful measures for detection and diagnosis, improving technology has enabled the detection of more subtle pathologies such as retinal function deficits and neural layer abnormalities in patients (7, 8). An important additional categorization in DR is diabetic macular edema (DME), which is an important manifestation of DR that occurs across all DR severity levels of both NPDR and PDR and represents the most common cause of vision loss in patients with DR. DME arises from diabetes-induced breakdown of
the blood-retinal barrier (BRB), with consequent vascular leakage of fluid and circulating proteins into the neural retina (3, 9, 10). The extravasation of fluid into the neural retina leads to abnormal retinal thickening and often cystoid edema of the macula.

Many systemic features of diabetes influence DR. For example, hyperglycemia is inextricably linked to DR as evidenced by seminal large-scale clinical trials. The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) for T1D (11) and the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Trial (UKPDS) for T2D (12) support intensive glycemic control, as assessed by hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c), to delay initiation and progression of this complication, although the need to avoid hypoglycemia can make intensive control challenging for many patients. The importance of glycemia management as early as possible during the course of diabetes is emphasized by robust preclinical and clinical evidence that indicate the long-term impact of intensive glycemic control. The Epidemiology of Diabetes Intervention and Complications (EDIC) study was an observational follow-up of the DCCT cohort of individuals that had initially received either intensive glycemic control or conventional therapy. Although both groups subsequently underwent intensive glycemic control in the subsequent years encompassed by the EDIC study, the group receiving intensive control during DCCT continued to exhibit a significantly lower incidence of further progression of their diabetic retinopathy severity stage. This durable impact of initial intensive control has been termed metabolic (or, sometimes, glycemic) memory (13), and in DCCT/EDIC patients, there is associative evidence of accumulation of certain advanced glycation endproduct (AGE) adducts in long-lived proteins that correlate with retinopathy risk (14). Whether hyperglycemia alone accounts for the persistent effects of poorly controlled diabetes remains an important question, but nevertheless, the concept of metabolic memory remains an area of intensive investigation. The memory phenomenon has support from studies using animal models of diabetic retinopathy that are returned to normoglycemia (achieved using insulin therapy). For example, hyperglycemia-mediated oxidative damage (15) impaired function of key transcription factors (16), and changes to enzymes controlling the electron transport chain are sustained in the retinas of animals even following several months normoglycemia. Many of these pathways can become dysregulated following DNA and histone methylation, and there is now convincing preclinical evidence that such epigenetic modifications are associated with the metabolic memory phenomenon for not only retinopathy, but also other complications (17). Interestingly, a recent transcriptomics study in the retinas of diabetic mice receiving insulin-producing islet cell transplants has suggested that gene changes relating to metabolic memory may be particularly associated with the neurovascular unit (18).

Dyslipidemia and hypertension may also influence DR (19), although in the context of individual patients, the associations between plasma lipids, lipoproteins, and DR are not sufficiently strong to define retinopathy risk. Likewise, hypertension has been linked to increased risk of DR (20), and some data indicate that patients may benefit from the use of antihypertensive agents (21). However, recent studies have demonstrated that more intensive blood pressure control does not confer additional benefits on retinopathy progression compared with standard control (22). Taken together, optimization of systemic risk factors is clearly important; however, even hyperglycemia (as measured by HbA1c) may only account for around 10% of DR risk (23), and hypertension and dyslipidemia combined may carry <10% risk in some cohorts (24). Such data strongly suggest that additional unidentified factors also play critical roles in DR initiation and progression.

**Retinal vascular lesions and pathogenic sequelae of diabetes**

The hallmark microvascular features of NPDR (Figure 1) include intraretinal hemorrhages, microaneurysms, venous caliber abnormalities, formation of IRMA, lipid exudates from the damaged vasculature, capillary nonperfusion with accompanying neuronal infarcts represented as cotton-wool spots, and retinal neovascularization. Retinal vascular lesions, which have been well-characterized histologically in postmortem human eyes and in some long-term preclinical models, are preceded and/or accompanied by vascular basement membrane thickening, an early loss of pericytes, and eventual death of endothelial cells that underpin the vasodegenerative pathology that is a feature of early DR (refs. 25–28; reviewed by refs. 29, 30). Several retinal vascular pathologic processes in DR have a direct impact on vision. In NPDR, gradual nonperfusion of the retinal vascular bed, characterized by loss of vessel integrity, ultimately leads to occlusion or degeneration of capillaries (3). Localized capillary nonperfusion results in regions of ischemia and impaired oxygenation of the metabolically demanding retinal neurons. Progressive capillary nonperfusion and resultant ischemia underpin progression to PDR, which is driven by hypoxia and expression of proangiogenic growth factors, which stimulate the aberrant formation of new blood vessels in the retina that protrude into the preretinal space. Retinal neovascularization can result
Figure 1. Pathological lesions of diabetic retinopathy. (A) An illustrated schematic of normal retina compared with nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) with diabetic macular edema (DME). The normal healthy retina includes healthy retinal blood vessels, glial elements including Müller cells, neuronal elements including photoreceptors, and resting microglia. The inner and outer blood-retinal barriers are intact. In contrast, the retina in diabetic retinopathy exhibits multiple abnormalities, including vascular changes (microaneurysms, venous beading, capillary degeneration, and neovascularization),
lesions associated with vascular damage (cotton wool spots and exudate), glial dysfunction including Müller cell swelling, neuronal damage, activated microglia, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) damage, and thinning of the choriocapillaris. There is dysfunction of the inner and outer blood-retinal barrier, with resulting accumulation of fluid in the retina, which can be manifested by thickening of retinal layers, cysts, and subretinal fluid. (B) Color fundus photograph and OCT images of a normal healthy retina and retina with severe NPDR with central-involved DME are shown. Illustrated by Rachel Davidowitz.

in severe vision loss when it leads to vitreous hemorrhage or tractional retinal detachment (3). Another major pathologic process is DME, which is characterized by overt breakdown of the BRB that leads to macular edema and swelling of the neuropile, which frequently leads to vision loss.

A long-standing mystery in DR and other ischemic retinopathies is the striking lack of revascularization of ischemic retina, despite the strong hypoxia stimulus and enhanced production of proangiogenic growth factors. Indeed, the diabetic milieu within the retina seems to be unfavorable for reparative angiogenesis, possibly due to pathogenic factors such as AGEs (3). More recently, evidence has emerged supporting a possible role for semaphorins, a class of proteins originally implicated in axonal growth cone guidance. Some semaphorin molecules regulate angiogenesis, and several semaphorins — including semaphorin 3A (31), semaphorin 3F (32), and semaphorin 6A (33) — are specifically implicated in suppressing the revascularization response in the ischemic retina, redirecting neo-vessels toward the vitreous instead. As the proangiogenic factors in DR lead almost exclusively to pathologic preretinal neovascularization rather than beneficial revascularization, extensive efforts have been made over decades to identify the major proangiogenic growth factors in PDR, such as VEGF (34). As a result, anti-VEGF treatments have emerged as an effective approach for treatment of this condition (35, 36), although many additional proangiogenic pathways will likely also serve as therapeutic targets, including placental growth factor (37), stromal-derived factor-1 (38), and erythropoietin (39). Improvements in understanding the molecular basis of both pathologic retinal neovascularization and deficient revascularization may produce new therapeutic targets that can suppress aberrant angiogenesis in favor of revascularization.

**Evaluating the diabetic retina**

Although 7-standard field color fundus photography based on the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) protocol (40) has been the validated standard for evaluation of DR for decades, substantial advances in ocular imaging over the last 2 decades have provided new insights into diabetic vascular and neuroretinal pathology. Ultrawide-field color fundus photographs and fluorescein angiograms can now capture 200° (or over 80%) of the retina in a single image, leading to a better understanding of peripheral changes in the diabetic retina. Indeed, the presence and severity of peripheral DR lesions is predictive of future rates of DR worsening (41). Retinal photographs that utilize adaptive optics technology to compensate for wavefront aberrations in individual eyes allow imaging with a theoretical resolution limit down to 2 μm and have greatly expanded the ability to visualize the retina on a cellular level. Adaptive optics studies demonstrate changes in the cone photoreceptor mosaic in the diabetic eye (42) and allow visualization of early vascular changes that cannot be identified on standard photographs (43).

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a widely utilized option for imaging the diabetic neural retina that uses light interferometry to create cross-sectional images of the retina in which individual retinal layers can be distinguished. OCT allows quantitative measurements of retinal thickness, as well as evaluation of morphologic changes in eyes with DR and DME. Potential neuroretinal biomarkers of visual acuity in eyes with DME based on OCT imaging have been suggested, including ganglion cell layer thinning, disorganization of the retinal inner layers, and photoreceptor disruption, although further validation is needed (44–47). Recently, the technique of OCT angiography has also been utilized to create high-resolution perfusion maps of the central retinal vasculature (48).

Both full-field and multifocal electroretinography (ERG) demonstrate abnormalities in retinal electrical signaling in the diabetic eye. Local changes in multifocal ERG implicit time appear to precede the development of DR lesions such as microaneurysms (49). Assessments of visual function demonstrate abnormalities in contrast sensitivity, color testing, frequency-doubling perimetry, and microperimetry in the diabetic eye with varying levels of DR severity; however, these functional tests are not sensitive or specific enough to serve as a reliable surrogate or predictive marker of DR or DME.

Future efforts in DR imaging may be geared toward multimodal evaluation of the retina. The use of simultaneous or near-simultaneous imaging methods that focus on specific components of neural or vascular retina may improve understanding of which pathologies develop first in the diabetic eye and may provide predictive biomarkers of future visual function outcomes in DR.
Current treatment options and limitations

Intraocular treatment modalities for diabetic eye disease include laser photocoagulation, intravitreous injections of anti-VEGF and steroid agents, and vitreoretinal surgery. Current therapeutic paradigms focus on treatment of advanced disease, once PDR or DME has developed.

Panretinal photocoagulation (PRP) for PDR was first proposed in the 1960s. Despite initial skepticism that the creation of thermal burns throughout the retinal periphery could promote regression of retinal neovascularization, the efficacy of PRP in reducing rates of severe vision loss in eyes with PDR was quickly and incontrovertibly demonstrated by the nationwide, multicenter Diabetic Retinopathy Study (50). The ETDRS subsequently revealed that a milder focal/grid laser treatment applied to the central retina reduced rates of moderate vision loss in eyes with DME by 50% over 3 years (51).

In the modern era, multiple phase 3 clinical trials have demonstrated the superiority of intravitreous anti-VEGF injections to laser monotherapy in reducing vision loss and improving rates of vision gain in eyes with DME (52–54). A recent comparative efficacy study of the 3 most commonly utilized anti-VEGF agents showed that all 3 agents — aflibercept, bevacizumab, and ranibizumab — were effective at improving vision over 1 and 2 years of treatment for DME (55, 56). However, on average, treatment with aflibercept provided superior visual gains at 1 year as compared with bevacizumab and ranibizumab. Aflibercept remained superior to bevacizumab, but not ranibizumab, based on mean visual acuity outcomes after 2 years of therapy. Although first-line therapy for most eyes with central-involved DME consists of anti-VEGF, intravitreous injections of steroid can also be effective for DME treatment (57, 58). However, intravitreous steroid use is limited by more frequent ocular side effects, such as cataract and glaucoma.

Anti-VEGF therapy is highly effective in regressing retinal neovascularization in eyes with PDR (59). Recent data suggest that anti-VEGF is a viable treatment alternative to PRP in eyes with PDR, especially for individuals with coexisting DME that already necessitates anti-VEGF therapy. Eyes treated with anti-VEGF for PDR have equivalent visual acuity outcomes at the 2-year endpoint of the study, compared with those treated with PRP. In addition, eyes treated with anti-VEGF exhibited better average visual acuity over the entire course of the 2-year study period (36). Additional benefits of anti-VEGF as compared with PRP include significantly less peripheral visual field loss, decreased rates of DME onset, and fewer vitrectomies over 2 years. Despite these benefits, anti-VEGF therapy may not be optimal for patients who cannot comply with the near-monthly follow-up and injection regimen required for adequate treatment and prevention of PDR recurrences.

Vitreoretinal surgery is utilized for cases of nonclearing vitreous hemorrhage from PDR or cases of PDR with tractional retinal detachment to relieve fibrous attachments that may be distorting the retina and causing vision loss or metamorphopsia (60). Vitrectomy with or without peeling of the internal limiting membrane can also be performed to treat DME, particularly when there is an epiretinal membrane or element of vitreoretinal traction leading to retinal thickening. Although retinal thickening is often improved after vitrectomy for DME, visual outcomes are less certain, with approximately a third of patients experiencing substantial visual improvement, but between 20%–30% experiencing substantial visual loss after surgery.

Although current therapies are effective at preventing vision loss and frequently result in visual gain for patients with both PDR and DME, unmet treatment needs still exist. A substantial proportion (40%–50%) of eyes with DME do not respond fully to anti-VEGF treatment, necessitating the development of novel therapies for this condition. For both PDR and DME, noninvasive, nondestructive, and longer-duration treatment options are also needed.

The neurovascular unit: a framework for understanding DR

Advances in understanding early cellular changes in the diabetic retina combined with improved retinal imaging have led to a conceptualization that DR can be viewed as a disease of the retinal neurovascular unit (Figure 2), which refers to the functional coupling and interdependency of neurons, glia, and vasculature (4) that integrate to regulate normal retinal function (61). An important facet of this integration is the coordination of local blood flow changes with fluctuations in metabolic demands. Retinal capillaries are composed of endothelial cells and pericytes but also have intimate associations with glial endfeet, neural processes, and professional immune cells such as microglia. Retinal arterioles have smooth muscle cells and, depending on the order of vessel, may also have significant pericyte coverage. These contractile cells respond dynamically to complex circulatory and neural cues to control blood flow (62). These cellular interactions are best recognized in the processes of neurovascular coupling, whereby neural, glial, and vascular cell interactions in both large and small vessels regulate blood flow to meet the metabolic demands of the retinal neuropile. This response is dysregulated in the diabetic retina prior...
to appearance of observable vascular lesions, although it regulates the changes in blood flow that occur in animal models of DR (63) and in diabetic patients (64). Retinal vascular responses to diffuse illuminance flicker reflects impaired neurovascular coupling and abnormal endothelial-glia associations (65), resulting in attenuated arteriolar and venular dilatory responses (66) that may have early predictive value (67) in early-stage DR.

The conceptualization of DR as a disease of the neurovascular unit broadens our appreciation of the cell types that contribute to the development and progression of DR. Aside from the component vascular cells (endothelial cells and pericytes), diverse retinal neuronal cell types, macroglial elements (Müller cells and astrocytes), and microglia, the neurovascular concept also suggests the importance of additional cell types, such as immune cells and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)/choroid, that impact the constituent

Figure 2. The neurovascular unit and its disruption by diabetes. In normal, healthy retina (shown in the center), there is functional coupling and interdependence of neurons, glial elements including Müller cells, and vascular cells, with associated immune cells such as microglia. The insets show pathological changes associated with diabetic retinopathy in multiple components of the neurovascular unit and interacting immune cells, including compromise of endothelial-mural cell interactions, vascular basement membrane damage, Müller cell gliosis, and immune cell activation. Together, these changes result in impairment of neurovascular coupling, with consequences including blood-retinal barrier breakdown and dysregulation of retinal blood flow. Illustrated by Rachel Davidowitz.
cells of the neural retina. A greater understanding of the interactions of these various cellular elements and their pathogenic contributions could greatly expand the possibilities for new therapeutic strategies.

Pathology in the neural retina during DR. Vascular dysfunction and capillary loss are critical features of DR, as evidenced by the impact on visual function stemming from treatments including anti-VEGF aimed at ameliorating retinal vascular changes. However, a growing body of evidence suggests that a neuropathy also exists in diabetic retina, perhaps even before overt nonperfusion of the neuropile. This broadening perspective has heightened the understanding of neuronal dysfunction and neurodegeneration and their corresponding clinical features, such as loss of color vision (68) and contrast sensitivity (69) and reduced electrical responses on electroretinographic testing (70, 71) that can occur before overt microvascular changes. Apoptotic death of retinal ganglion cells (RGC) and amacrine cells occurs in diabetic animal models (72) and has also been observed clinically in postmortem diabetic eyes (73, 74). Further evidence for structural changes include OCT imaging studies that demonstrate a reduction in thickness of the inner retinal layers in type 1 diabetics with minimal diabetic retinopathy (75, 76). Diabetes-induced alterations in the neurosensory retina could have major consequences, as neuronal dysfunction may contribute to the progression of vascular DR pathology. Retinal neurons, including photoreceptors, may be an important source of oxidative stress that help drive the proinflammatory environment in DR (77). In addition, retinal neuronal elements may secrete molecules, such as semaphorin 3A, that promote BRB dysfunction, contributing to macular edema (78). The notion that neuronal dysfunction and damage can promote clinical diabetic retinopathy, including microangiopathy, is supported by observational studies indicating that regional neuronal dysfunction ascertained by multifocal ERG predicts corresponding retinal locations that will develop retinopathy within 1–3 years (79, 80). This potential pathogenic role for neurons has heightened interest in possible mechanisms for neuronal dysfunction and degeneration — including glutamate excitotoxicity, oxidative stress, and reduction of trophic support (81) — and prompted therapeutic strategies for DR based on neuroprotection (82, 83).

Glial dysfunction in DR. The astrocytes and Müller cell components of the neurovascular unit are impacted by diabetes, which alters the critical homeostatic function of these glia, especially relating to regulation of retinal blood flow, water balance in the neural parenchyma, and maintenance of barrier function (84). Specifically, Müller cells can undergo a reactive gliosis that is discernible by upregulation of glial acidic fibrillary protein (GFAP) (85) and increased expression of innate immune-related pathways reflected by proinflammatory cytokine secretion (86). Müller cell studies in a diabetic mouse model highlight a potential pivotal role of these cells in retinal vascular abnormalities in DR. Conditional KO mice with disrupted VEGF in Müller cells exhibited a decrease in biomarkers of retinal inflammation, including TNF-α and ICAM-1, as well as a reduction in retinal vascular abnormalities including leakage (87). This finding suggests that dysfunctional Müller cells could act in paracrine fashion to promote BRB dysfunction in DR. DR is also associated with the death of Müller cells (88), which further impacts the integrity of the neurovascular unit.

Immune cell function and inflammation in DR. Regulation of immune cells and control of inflammation is critical for the well-being and normal function of the retina. Resident microglial cells within the inner retina have a critical role in parainflammation: an adaptive response to tissue stress (including hyperglycemia and oxidative stress) and malfunction. While this response promotes homeostasis and normal tissue repair, in the short-term, chronic parainflammation contributes to initiation and progression of multiple disease processes (89). Within this context, the role of inflammation in driving the progression of DR is increasingly better appreciated (90, 91). As diabetes progresses, the retina exhibits multiple elements of chronic, subclinical inflammation, including immune cell activation and production of inflammatory molecules. Multiple immune cell types are activated in the early stages of DR, including enhanced leukocyte-endothelial interaction in the retinal vasculature (3, 90). This phenomenon of leukostasis is characterized by adherence of circulating myeloid cells, including neutrophils and monocytes, with activated vascular endothelium. Leukocyte-endothelial interactions can instigate damage to the retinal vascular endothelium and surrounding tissue both by physical occlusion of capillaries and through the release of inflammatory cytokines and superoxide. In addition to the contribution of intravascular immune cell types, activation of microglia as the resident immune cells of the retina and also infiltrating monocytes likely mediate the diabetes-induced generation of an inflammatory environment (3). Apart from activating professional immune cells, diabetes promotes a proinflammatory phenotype in other retinal cells, such as in the vasculature where upregulation of adhesion molecules including E-selectin and ICAM-1 (92, 93) enhance endothelial engagement with circulating immune cells. In addition, diabetes induces production of proinflammatory cytokines by Müller glia, including VEGF and TNF-α (87). Such events operate in concert to create an inflammatory milieu that contributes to the progression of DR.
A key feature of DR is the increased expression of inflammatory cytokines and growth factors from various cell sources. For example, the proinflammatory peptide VEGF is well-recognized as a major player in DR, including its role in promoting retinal vascular permeability and DME (35). Strikingly, DME patients treated with anti-VEGF agents exhibited slower progression to capillary drop-out, suggesting that VEGF may play a role in progression of DR apart from its clearly documented effects on vascular permeability (94). Aside from VEGF, diabetes increases retinal levels of inflammatory cytokines including TNF-α and IL-1β, both of which have been implicated in contributing to key pathologic endpoints in DR, including capillary drop-out and vascular permeability (95–97).

RPE dysfunction and choroidopathy as components of DR. Although it has received comparatively less attention, diabetes also affects RPE function and leads to outer retinal changes that impact on photoreceptor and choroidal integrity. RPE culture–based models and in vivo studies have demonstrated that high glucose exposure or diabetes causes nitrosative stress (98) and metabolic changes relating to polyol metabolism (99). In the context of DME, new perspectives consider the contribution of changes to the outer BRB (oBRB) formed by the RPE. Disruption of normal oBRB function (83, 100) occurs during diabetes, and loss of RPE barrier properties leads to leakage of fluid from the choriocapillaris. The RPE also exhibits impaired fluid clearance from the retinal neuropile, which, in combination with loss of oBRB integrity, makes an important contribution to DME (101). The relative importance of the RPE dysfunction, as compared with retinal vascular leakage, in contributing to diabetic macular edema remains under active study.

The choriocapillaris itself incurs progressive damage during diabetes (as reviewed by Lutty; ref. 102). Diabetic choroidopathy occurs in patients (103) and animal models (104) and is manifest by thinning of the capillary bed with lesions such as vessel drop-out, aneurysms, ischemia, and in some cases intrachoroidal neovascularization (103, 105). Inflammatory cell infiltration may also participate in capillary occlusion and atrophy (106). Clinically, the diabetic choroid is beginning to receive more attention as imaging modalities improve. Beyond indocyanine green (ICG) angiographic studies (105), approaches such as enhanced depth imaging (EDI) have generally shown reduced choroidal thickness in diabetic eyes (107), although in some patient groups, increased thickness may occur (108) possibly relating to a postischemic fibrotic response and intrachoroidal neovascularization. In either case, choroidopathy in the diabetic eye could have a subsequent, profound impact on RPE and the outer retinal layers, which are oxygenated by the choriocapillaris. For example, the occurrence of basal laminar deposits (BLDs) in diabetic eyes are associated with areas of choriocapillaris degeneration (103). The precise nature of diabetic choroidopathy requires further clinical and experimental study, especially since this vascular bed is critical to normal retinal function.

Future Directions

Concept of protective mechanisms. While considerable research effort has been directed toward identifying pathogenic pathways contributing to initiation and progression of DR, a growing paradigm is the importance of endogenous mechanisms that protect against DR (109, 110). This concept is strongly supported by the Joslin 50-Year Medalist Study, which has enrolled over 1,000 individuals with T1D durations of 50 years or more. Approximately 50% of these patients have PDR, as might be expected given their long duration of diabetes. However, a substantial proportion (nearly 40%) of the patients, all of whom were diagnosed with diabetes decades before strict glycemic control was standard practice, surprisingly still have no or mild DR (111). In contrast to other large studies in groups with shorter-duration diabetes, DR severity has not been associated with current or longitudinal HbA1c values in this cohort, which suggests the presence of endogenous protective factors in those individuals who have not progressed to advanced diabetic complications, including retinopathy. The identification of such protective mechanisms might enable future novel therapies to prevent onset and early worsening of diabetic ocular disease. With the perspective that an imbalance between causal factors and protective factors governs progression of DR, new therapeutic strategies could center on stimulating the action of endogenous protective mechanisms. In this vein, several protective factors have been proposed in DR, including superoxide dismutase 2 (MnSOD) (112), pigment epithelium–derived factor (PEDF) (113), somatostatin (114), and NF-E2–related factor 2 (Nrf2) (115). These molecules illustrate the potential benefit of promoting protective pathways in favorably modulating key processes in diabetic retinopathy. MnSOD and Nrf2 could serve to attenuate diabetes-induced oxidative stress. PEDF and Nrf2 counteract the proinflammatory environment in diabetic retinopathy. Somatostatin exerts a neuroprotective effect that could reduce neurodegeneration. An especially intriguing candidate protective factor for diabetic retinopathy is PPARα, which has been demonstrated to improve multiple beneficial endpoints in experimental models of DR, including inflammation and leakage (116,
through improved phenotyping, understanding of mechanism, and expansion of treatment options. With advances in earlier diagnosis of DR, the objective of precision medicine is ideal in optimizing care of DR. Further mechanistic and biologic data, including genomics, proteomics, and biomarkers of disease. Together, phenotype will bolster efforts toward more precise management of DR. Such insights will likely arise from differences between patients. Attaining greater understanding of patient variation and its impact on clinical outcomes is an additional pathogenic process worthy of therapeutic attention (123). Identification and targeting of key epigenetic mechanisms could help to slow down the progression of DR in patients, especially those with a prior history of poor glycemic control. Finally, consideration of cell-based strategies including endothelial progenitor cells is worthwhile in promoting vascular repair and alleviating retinal ischemia (124).

In addition to the actual molecular and cellular targets that will require additional mechanistic insights, advances with respect to methods for administration of therapeutics will enable improvements in managing patients with DR. Intravitreal injections allow direct delivery of drugs to the retina with reduction of systemic side effects, but the necessity for frequent, repeat injections renders this approach appropriate only for more advanced and acute disease. Methods for topical or systemic delivery, as well as sustained release delivery methods including nanoparticles (3), would greatly aid treatment of chronic conditions such as diabetic macular edema. In addition, these strategies would also increase the feasibility of treating early stages of diabetic retinopathy, as the latter will require treatment over prolonged durations. Topical drug formulations that can reach the retina would reduce systemic side effects and allow self-administration by patients over long periods of time.

Precision medicine. Patients with diabetes exhibit great variation in the course of their retinopathy development, including both the pace of progression and the specific clinical manifestations. For instance, some individuals may have a stronger tendency to develop DME, whereas others may tend toward PDR. In addition, patients exhibit variable response to treatments; for instance, while most patients respond well to anti-VEGF therapy, some have only a moderate or even poor response (125). Improvements in understanding the pathogenesis of the multiple facets of DR and the increase in diagnostic techniques, including imaging, opens the possibility of precision medicine geared toward directed strategies that take into account important differences between patients. Attaining greater understanding of patient variation and its impact on clinical phenotype will bolster efforts toward more precise management of DR. Such insights will likely arise from further mechanistic and biologic data, including genomics, proteomics, and biomarkers of disease. Together with advances in earlier diagnosis of DR, the objective of precision medicine is ideal in optimizing care of DR through improved phenotyping, understanding of mechanism, and expansion of treatment options.

Conclusions

Although the incidence of DR continues to increase, the past decade has seen the emergence of new treatment options, especially drugs targeting VEGF, which have greatly improved our management of DME and PDR endpoints. Nevertheless, a pressing need remains for efficacious new treatments for all stages of DR, and this underpins continuing efforts to fully understand the complex ways in which...
diabetes impacts the retina. An important conceptual advance has been the recognition that DR is a disease of the neurovascular unit, with multiple, interdependent cell types contributing to dysfunction of the retina. New therapeutic approaches should adopt this more holistic view of how diabetes affects the retina and tailor appropriate treatments to more precisely defined disease phenotypes with the exciting prospect of achieving successful clinical outcomes for all patients.
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